Images and Descriptions of Survival Bag Items
Complete
72-Hour
Survival
Bag
$339.50

Back Pack
$24.00

3 M.R.E.’s
(Meals
Read to
Eat)
$42.00 for

Bag for surviving off the grid for 72 hours. Designed
survive situations where there is a total loss of energy,
no food, no shelter, and no running water. Use
whether bugging in at home or if you are forced to
survive on the road due to dangerous conditions.
Includes 3 read to eat meals, a camping tarp, a life
straw, a machete with sheaf, folding shovel, first aid
kit, survival kit, emergency flares, canteen, folding
stove, spork and knife, 100 feet of paracord, no-rinse
bath wash, compass, pocket flashlight, three 9-hour
candles, Bic lights, G.I. can opener, folding knife, hand
sanitizer, 2 bandannas, hand sanitizer, waterproof
matches, and 3 glow sticks. Emergency 4-in-1 radio is
optional. The survival bag can be customized to
individual preferences and needs.
 Polyester lining
 Zipper closure
 7" shoulder drop
 Roomy compartments; Size 17.5*12*7
inches with functional compartments; 1
main large compartment with double SBS
zippers; 1 front pocket; 2 sturdy water
holders; 1 padded laptop slot and 1 safe
backside insert
 You can use HTV with a heat press on it
to customize your personal backpack.
Add some decorations like numbers/
names/ logos/ pictures on it, it will be eyecatching
 Sandwich mesh fabric padded laptop slot
for 14 inches laptop; 1 Safe backside
insert for storage
 Quality polyester & premium SBS
zippers; 900D densified water-resistant
polyester; padded back panel and
enhanced straps
 Classic design for all situations; this
backpack is simple but practical, it can fit
your supplies for work, travels and work,
gears for sports or gym, all personal
necessities for short outings
The Meal, Ready-To-Eat (MRE) is designed to
sustain an individual engaged in heavy activity such
as military training or during actual military
operations when normal food service facilities are
not available. The MRE is a totally self-contained
operational ration consisting of a full meal packed in
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all 3

Camping
Tarp
$27.00

a flexible meal bag. The full bag is lightweight and
fits easily into field clothing pockets or backpacks.
Each meal bag contains an entrée and a variety of
other components, such as eating utensils,
seasoning, and wipes. No cooking necessary.
 Protection: Rain or shine, our heavy-duty
camping tarp provides reliable foulweather protection to keep campers
happy and dry, whether you are relaxing
on a camping hammock or in a camping
tent.
 Quality: Built to last, our camping tarps
are made with ripstop waterproof nylon,
taped seams, and an impenetrable water
barrier for cover against all conditions; the
hammock tarp comes with reinforced
stitching, along with leakproof tapered
seams with a PU rating of 3000 mm water
pressure. As for the tent tarp, it is made
with 210T ripstop polyester with a 2500
PU waterproof rating.
 Easy Setup: Equipped with aluminum tent
stakes and six 10" guy lines cords that
tighten at every corner, our hammock tarp
makes setting up a breeze; our camping
tarp comes equipped with metal stakes to
stick into its metal stake grommets at
each corner.
 Portable: Packed in a convenient
waterproof carrying bag, our rain tarp can
be taken anywhere - from backpacking to
boating. Our Hammock Tarp is 11 ft long
by 9 ft wide and 26 oz (our Lite version
weighs only 18.9 oz!), the perfect size to
cover your camping hammock; our
Camping Tarp comes in two sizes: Large
size iss6' 10" x 7' 10" and 19.5 oz, and
the Medium size is 6' 10" x 6' 10" and 11
oz.
 Camping Gifts: No matter the occasion,
our lightweight tarp tents are must-have
camping and tent accessories for the
adventurer in your life.
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Life Straw

Removes bacteria & parasites: The
microfiltration membrane removes
99.999999% of waterborne bacteria
(including E. coli and salmonella), and
99.999% of waterborne parasites
(including giardia and cryptosporidium)
 Removes microplastics: Removes the
smallest microplastics found in the
environment (down to 1 micron), and
reduces turbidity down to 0.2 microns
 Rigorous Testing: All claims are verified
with laboratories using standard testing
protocols set by the US EPA, NSF, ASTM
for water purifiers
 Long Lifetime: The microbiological filter
will provide 4,000 liters (1,000 gallons) of
clean and safe drinking water with proper
use and maintenance

$26.25

Machete



Full Tang Fixed Blade Machete w/ Sheath
Outdoors Hunting Camping Fishing
 22" Overall length
 18" Stainless Steel Blade
 Comfortable Handle.
 Includes Nylon Sheath.



Quality tested and ensured for maximum
durability
 Designed with only the toughest,
roughest users in mind
 Comfort and performance

$22.50

Folding
Shovel
$22.50



Emergenc
y 4-in-1
Radio
$29.25
OPTIONAL,
NOT
INCLUDED
IN 72-HOUR
SURVIVAL
BAG
PACKAGE

First Aid
Kit

3-LED flashlight with 2-stage switch; strap
support
 AM/FM radio band switch and dial with
telescopic antennae
 Emergency alarm siren; radio/alarm
switch; volume dial
 Universal female USB-A and DC charging
cable adapter for cell phone
 3.5mm headphone jack; Dynamo crank
arm (no batteries needed!)
 Ideal for emergencies and disaster
preparedness



The first aid fanny hip bag is constructed
with the outstanding quality of 3 waterresistant zipper pockets and tear-resistant
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$21.75

nylon material with a heavy-duty
adjustable waist strap
 LIGHTWEIGHT DURABLE FABRIC : The
bag is built to easily move around and
make it more comfortable to carry around
the first aid items (included). Designed
with high-quality material while
maintaining an inexpensive price
 EASY VISIBILITY: The waist fanny pack
is made with bright red color with white
cross guard printed on the front pocket for
easy visibility and access in the time of an
emergency even in a wet environment
 DESIGN: The E-Z zipper design makes it
easier to open and close when you're on
the run while the adjustable strap allows a
fit for all sizes. Comprised of 3 spacious
compartments to fit all your needs
 MULTIPURPOSE: This essential waist
fanny pack for men and women can carry
all of your emergency medical supplies
for camping, hunting, outdoor hiking,
survival, home, and car, or workplace

Trail
Blazer
Survival
Kit

3 x 5”. Kit includes signal mirror, 10 wooden
matches in flat matchbook, small compass,
wire saw, magnesium fire starter,
survival/distress whistle, fishing hooks and
weights, fishing line, two cotton balls,
flexible wire, pencil, emergency candle,
razor blade, condensed survival guide, and
condensed injury treatment instructions.

$11.00

Emergenc
y Flares

They work in every emergency scenario and are highly
visible under any weather condition. Plus, this flare
is super easy to use.

$17.00




Canteen
$16.50

Specified and approved by the Bureau of
Explosives and Underwriters Laboratories
Orion flares from TrafficSafetyStore.com burn in
all weather conditions


What you will receive: there is 1 set of
military canteen cookware in the package
for you, including 1 piece of 1 qt
aluminum alloy canteen, 0.5 qt cup and 1
piece of green canvas cover bag; The
nice combination will help you a lot when
you are camping, hiking, surviving and
doing other outdoor adventures
 Reliable material: this multi-functional
canteen kit is made of aluminum alloy
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with a sleek surface and thickened
interior, sturdy enough for long-term use;
And the multi-functional water bottle has
a quality seal ring, easy to carry without
leaking; Moreover, with the grab folding
design, you can easily handle it when you
eat
 Army green cover bag: the green canvas
cover bag not only helps reduce surface
friction, but also simple and elegant in
appearance; It has 2 snap closures with
quick release buckles, which can hold
your bottle firmly, also, your food or water
will not lose temperature in a short period
of time, practical and exquisite
 Size information: the military army
aluminum alloy canteen measures
approx. 5.2 x 3.7 x 3.1 inch/ 13.2 x 9.3 x
7.8 cm, and the water bottle measure
approx. 5.1 x 3.1 x 7.0 inch/ 12.9 x 7.8 x
17.78 cm, moderate size, light in weight,
easy to carry and store, good companion
for your camping, hiking, outdoor
adventures
 Suitable for many occasions: this green
canvas cover bag kit is a nice addition to
your survival and outdoor adventures due
to its durability and multiple uses; it can
keep your drink close and as cold or hot
as you want in a short period of time, both
suitable for campers, hikers and
experienced survivalists

Folding
Stove
$19.50

KA-BAR
Spork/Kni
fe
$11.25



Compact, lightweight emergency camping
stove requires no liquids, priming, or wick
 Includes fuel tablets; uses any solid fuel
such as Hexamine, Trioxane, or Sterno
 Affordable, essential gear for camping,
backpacking, backcountry treks, and
more


2 in one multifunction Ka-Bar Tactical
Spork perfect for various occasions like
camping, hunting and fishing.
 Highly recommended sturdy polymer
plastic material plastic spork is durable
and long lasting making it effective and
long lasting.
 One of the best features of camping
spork is that it could be separated in half
and becomes multifunctional. Pretty cool
little setup also contains a pretty decent
knife with it.
 Multitool, fairly in expensive, Food and
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detergent safe, perfectly designed to be
an advanced compliance tool You could
eat with it also helpful in self-defense.
Dishwasher safe
Overall length: 6.875-inch folding spork is
made in USA, Extremely light weight.





100 Feet
of
Paracord

100FT Paracord
7-Strand core
Diameter:4mm
Breaking Strength:550 lb.





$10.50


No Rinse
Bath
$9.00

Compass
Kit
$9.00

EXCELLENT VALUE: One 16-ounce
bottle makes 16 Complete Baths. Use
when there is a lack of facilities, physical
limitation, discomfort or fear of bathing
occurs
 EASY TO USE: Simply dilute one ounce
with 32 ounces of warm water, apply with
a wash cloth and towel dry or use
undiluted in shower or tub and rinse in a
normal manner
 SAFE AND HEALTHY: No alcohol mean
no dryness. Gentle on sensitive skin and
leaves the body clean, refreshed & odorfree
 TRUSTED BRAND: Used by NASA and
approved by thousands of hospitals
across the Country


The compass is made of metal copper,
acrylic mirror, with 360-degree rotating
bezel, easy to navigate and orient, high
sensitivity and stability.
 Our reliable compass measures 48mm x
12mm making it ideal for adults & kids.
 Compass glows in the dark making it
easy to read in all-weather at any time.
 Place the compass in a horizontal
position to make it work properly and
keep it away from other magnetic objects
that may interfere with its function.
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Trail
Blazer
Light
$9.00

This bright, lightweight flashlight features a
unique sliding zoom that lets you focus the
beam with one hand. Slide it forward for a longdistance focused beam or slide it back for a
wide beam for close area lighting.
Weight: 3.5 oz. (without batteries).
Dimensions: 5.35" extended, 4.75"
retracted x 1.4" diam.
Beam distance on maximum focus: 121
feet.
Battery Life: 2.5 hours on high, 10 hours
on medium, 5 days on low.
Output: 300 lumens on high, 90 lumens
on medium, 12 lumens on low.







9-Hour
Candles
$7.50

2 Big
Lighters
$6.00

G.I. Can
Opener

 9-hour white wax candles
Ideal for camping, hiking, outdoor
adventures, survival kits, and emergency
preparedness
 Each 3.5-inch candle burns for nine hours
 High-melt temperature minimizes dripping
and soot
 Cotton wick is sized to maintain ideal
flame height and optimize burn time
 Includes 9 x 3.5-inch white wax candles
for use with UCO Candle Lanterns to
create an economical source of outdoor
warmth and light


BIC classic lighters are long-lasting and offer a wide
selection of vibrant colors, making it easy to express
your mood and personal style. Quality and safety
are built into every step of the BIC lighter production
process -- each safe and reliable lighter offers up to
2 times the lights (vs. the next leading brand) and is
100% quality inspected. These lighters makes it
easy to be prepared for any occasion, whether you
just need more everyday household supplies or
you’re starting an emergency prep kit.
Improvise, adapt, and overcome with this P38 can
opener! Tried and true, this can open is sure to
get the job done!

$5.25
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Pocket
Folding
Knife
$3.00



8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade, treated
with cryogenic technology, HRC 57~59
Ambidextrous lock system for either hand
to easily use
Fine textured FRN blade for firm grip, with
420 stainless steel liner
Two-position pocket clip for either side to
carry





Hand
Sanitizer



Help your family and those you care
about kill germs on their hands, made
with naturally derived alcohol



Authentic Western Bandanas in up to
Exciting Colors
Made with itch free (cotton is very itchy)
polyester fabric for a pleasant wear These will not shrink when machine
washed and will not transfer ink to you
neck (it happens)
 21" x 21" Square

$3.00
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Bandanas



$ 3.00

Waterpro
of
Matches
$2.00
Glow
Sticks







$1.50



 Waterproof strikers and heads
Safety matches cannot light accidentally.
Must be struck on waterproof striker
surface of box.
 Approximately 40 matches per box
Ideal for Hunters; Fishermen; Campers or
Outdoor Workers

SAFE AND ECO-FRIENDLY: Using the
most innovative industrial grade
construction technique, these glow sticks
are waterproof, non-flammable and have
a non-toxic chemistry. This means they
guarantee a long lasting and
environmentally friendly option for lighting
up your party.
PREMIUM QUALITY: These Ultra Bright
Glow Sticks are made from industrial
grade construction which uses a perfect
blend of premium materials to provide
you Non-Toxic, waterproof glow sticks
that assures a lasting use of up to 12
hours and 100% safety.
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